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VEHICLE-TO-VEHICLE (V2V) communication is a challenging but fast growing technology. It has a potential to enhance the road safety by supporting the driver to avoid collisions in the basic maneuvers such as crossing street intersections, changing lanes, merging on a highway, and driving safely in blind turns. The significance of V2V safety applications increases further where the visual line-of-sight (LOS) is unavailable due to buildings, roadside sound berms or small hills at an intersection point of two or more roads intersecting at a certain angle, e.g., merging lanes, the entrance or exit ramps on a highway, or four-way street intersections.

The reliability of V2V safety applications, which use IEEE 802.11p as the underlying communication technology [1], highly depend on the quality of the communication link, which rely upon the properties of the propagation channel. Therefore, understanding the properties of the propagation channel becomes extremely important.

A number of research outcomes have been published covering many aspects of V2V propagation channels [2]. In this paper results for V2V channel characterization based on measurements conducted for merging lanes on a highway, and four-way street interception scenarios are presented. The importance of different propagation mechanisms in non-line-of-sight (NLOS) situations and the impact of antenna radiation pattern on the total received power in LOS situations is highlighted for these scenarios. These metrics are of particular interest for V2V safety critical applications such as collision avoidance application.

Some theoretical, simulation and measurement based studies have been conducted in the past dealing with the merging lane scenarios [3]–[7], in which the merging/changing lane control algorithms, systems and channel properties are discussed, and simulation results are provided to show how to avoid possible collisions. Similarly, channel characterization and path-loss models for the situation when two cars are approaching an intersection with a risk of collision have been presented in [8], [9].

Vehicles that are approaching a street intersection or merging on a highway often have NLOS from the vehicles in the other street or road because the visual LOS is blocked by nearby buildings or objects. In such situations scattering of radio waves, i.e., reflection, diffraction, and refraction, implicitly enable NLOS reception. Moreover, merging lanes occur often in highway or rural environments, this is why there are few big objects in the surrounding that can contribute to increase the scattering. Similarly, some street intersections, often called open intersections which have one big building that block the LOS and only few scattering objects in the surrounding. Thus, NLOS reception in merging lane and open intersection scenarios could probably be very bad.

In contrary to NLOS, LOS reception can go really bad if the antenna pattern has a dip in the direction-of-departure (DOD) or direction-of-arrival (DOA) of the LOS path. In open environments the probability of losing the packets due to bad reception is even higher because there are no other significant scatterers to carry the signal power. Thus an antenna pattern should be designed such that it has good coverage in all directions or multiple antennas should be considered. Multiple antennas mounted at different locations on the car can help to exploit diversity and combat shadow fading [10].

In many simulation studies the antennas are assumed to be isotropic, radiating equal power in all directions, and the communication range is assumed to be a circle around the TX, which is a perfect condition for reception but its not the case in reality. The communication range depends on a number of factors involving the antenna radiation pattern, location of the antenna on the car, the traffic density, obstacles such as buildings and vehicles, and the transmitted power. The antenna pattern is one of the major limiting factors and to perform a realistic simulation studies it is necessary to use somewhat realistic antenna patterns.

To emphasize this, measurements data is collected and analyzed for both scenarios, and results for this antenna-channel interaction are presented. To identify the important propagation mechanisms, a directional analysis is performed using a high resolution space-alternating expectation maximization algorithm (SAGE) [11] for selected time-snapshots. Particular focus is put on the LOS component as it carries most of the received power. The DOA/DOD estimates are presented to show how the antenna pattern can affect the received signal strength, when the LOS component is received at an angle where the antenna has a lower gain.

1. V2V Measurement Setup

V2V channel measurements were conducted using the RUSK Lund channel sounder that performs multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) measurements based on the switched-array principle [12]. For the measurements, two standard hatch-back style cars were used and the four-element
antenna arrays were mounted on the roof. The height of each antenna array was 1.73 m from the ground. The channel sounder sampled the $4 \times 4$ MIMO time-varying channel transfer function $H(f, t)$ over a 240 MHz of measurement bandwidth centered at 5.6 GHz. The temporal sampling and the measurement duration were set to 307.2 µs and 20 s, respectively, with a test signal length of 3.2 µs. The $4 \times 4$ MIMO antenna arrays were used to exploit diversity as the different TX-RX pairs give rise to different directional links. These arrays were designed specifically for V2V communication [13]. Each element of the arrays has a directional antenna gain such that the antenna pattern of element 1, 2, 3 and 4 have their main gain pointing to the left-side, backward, forward and to the right-side of the car, respectively. In the subsequent analysis we consider all four elements of the TX array such that the transmitter has somewhat omni-directional gain and then the power received at the element-1 is compared against the element-2 of the RX array.

To keep track of the positions of the transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) cars, during the measurements, each vehicle logged the GPS coordinates and videos were recorded through the windshield. This data was combined with the measurement data, in order to identify the important scatterers in the post-processing.

A. Scenario Description

**Merging lanes:** The merging lane scenario at a highway is characterized by the roads that are used to merge two traffic flows into one, e.g., entrance or exit ramps. An important aspect of this scenario is the possibility of an obstructed LOS path due to the slope and the orientation of the terrain, or the presence of sound barriers, buildings or trees between the intersecting roads. This scenario is similar to the urban street crossings scenario [8], but with slightly more difficult channel conditions in the absence of the LOS due to open surroundings, availability of fewer scatterers and higher vehicle speeds. In order to draw conclusions on the importance of scatterers in the absence of LOS, two types of measurements were conducted for the merging lanes scenario: 1) Vehicles merging at an entrance ramp, when the RX car was driving on the highway and the TX car was entering on the highway; 2) Vehicles splitting at an exit ramp, where the RX car was exiting from the highway and the TX car continued driving on the highway. In this paper we focus mainly on entrance ramps (see Fig. 1), since this is the most important case in terms of collision avoidance and the experiences learned from these results can be applied on exit ramps.

Several measurements were made and during each measurement the RX car was moving on the highway and the TX car was entering on the highway from the entrance ramp. Both the cars were moving at the speed of $20 - 28$ m/s ($70 - 100$ km/h). Two measurements are chosen for the analysis:

**Scenario-1:** when the TX enters the highway and remains behind the RX, which is already driving on the highway, and there are other vehicles driving by.

**Scenario-2:** when the TX enters the highway and remains in front of the RX, which is already driving on the highway, and there are no vehicles around.

**Four-way Intersection:** In order to highlight the importance of scattering objects in NLOS situations the measurement results for a four-way intersection have also been included. A four-way intersection scenario is characterized by that four urban-streets of varying widths meet at a certain point, such that the visual LOS between cars on the intersecting streets is blocked by building of certain height situated at the corner of the intersection. There are buildings, trees, light poles, and street signs at random location. These objects are expected to provide many additional multi-path components which is beneficial especially in the NLOS situation.

Several measurements were conducted in different types of four way intersections [8] in the city of Lund and Malmö in Sweden. A single measurement is however chosen for the
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Analysis;

Scenario-3: when the TX and RX cars are approaching a wide-urban intersection from the streets almost perpendicular to each other. All four streets have different widths varying between 20 – 43 m with different traffic conditions that makes the scenario very dynamic. Four multi-story buildings are situated at each corner of the intersection marked as B1, B2, B3 and B4, respectively (see Fig. 2).

II. DATA EVALUATION AND RESULTS ANALYSIS

To analyze the radio channel properties the data evaluation is performed as follows;

A. Averaged Power Delay Profile

To analyze the impact of time-variations on the received signal power, especially in the absence of LOS, the time-varying instantaneous power-delay-profile (PDP) is derived for each time sample. The effect of small-scale fading is removed by averaging the PDPs of $N_{\text{avg}}$ time samples. The averaged-PDP (APDP) is calculated as,

$$P_{h}(t_{k}, \tau) = \frac{1}{N_{\text{avg}}} \sum_{n=0}^{N_{\text{avg}}-1} |h(t_{k} + n\Delta t, \tau)|^2,$$

(1)

for $t_{k} = \{0, N_{\text{avg}}\Delta t, ..., \lfloor N_{\text{t}}/N_{\text{avg}} - 1 \rfloor N_{\text{avg}}\Delta t\}$, where \(h(t_{k} + n\Delta t, \tau)\) is the complex time varying channel impulse response derived by an inverse Fourier transform of a channel transfer function \(H(f, t)\) for a single-input single-output (SISO) antenna configuration. Moreover, the \(N_{\text{avg}} = 64\) is calculated as \(N_{\text{avg}} = \lceil \frac{s}{\Delta t} \rceil\), where \(\Delta t = 307.2\mu s\) is the time spacing between snap shots, \(s = \) corresponds to the movement of the TX and RX of 10 wavelengths and \(v = \) the velocity of the TX and RX, 28 m/s, approximately.

We also derive the time varying channel gain, as \(G(t) = \sum_{c} P_{c}(t, \tau)\), where we apply a noise threshold setting all components within 3 dB of the noise floor to zero.

The time-varying APDP and the corresponding channel gain are shown in Fig. 3 (Scenario-1), in Fig. 4 (Scenario-2) and in Fig. 5 (Scenario-3). From the APDP it is found that the channel is very poor in terms of scattering in scenario-1 and 2. It can be observed in both of the measurements that in the absence of LOS there are very few scattering objects that can provide additional propagation paths. Whereas in scenario-3...
the situation is different, there exist a few significant multi-path components even in the absence of LOS originating from nearby buildings and multitude of cars waiting at traffic lights. In scenario-1 and 2 some additional power is received from the MPCs reflected from the vehicles moving next to the TX/RX, but their contribution seem to appear only when the LOS is available (see Fig. 3). It is observed that the channel gain is higher in Fig. 3 than in Fig. 4 and 5 due to the smaller distance between TX and RX.

Differences due to the antenna gain can be best appreciated in the plots of the channel gain in Fig. 3, 4 and 5 (bottom) where we show that the different TX-RX antenna pairs result in different channel gains due to different directional properties, e.g., the difference in the gain of the RX element-1 and element-2 in the forward and backward direction. The overall difference in the channel gain for the two links is higher in scenario-1 than in scenario-2 and 3 because in scenario-1 the RX is driving next to the TX, unlike in scenario-2, and the antenna gain of the RX is higher in the backward direction as compared to the forward direction. For both Scenario-1 and 2, the channel gain for all TX-RX1 is 5 – 15 dB lower than the all TX-RX2 link because the main gain of RX element-1 is pointing in the direction opposite to the direction of the TX. Furthermore in scenario-3 the difference in the channel gain is not so big as the four-way intersection has a rich scattering environment and there exist few MPCs wide spread in space that carry significant power in addition to the LOS component. Therefore the antenna gain do not really influence the channel gain in scenario-3. It is observed that the number of scatterers do improve the channel gain but when there exist no scattering objects then the LOS is the only major power carrying component.

### B. Impact on collision avoidance applications

One of the main features of collision avoidance applications is the early warning of the possible threats to be issued few seconds in advance. Such applications require reliable communication up to a certain distance that depends on the received signal power especially in the NLOS situation. To further emphasize this and to highlight the importance of scatterers, the channel gain as a function of distance-to-collision ($d_{dc}$), i.e., distance from the TX to the collision point and to the RX, is shown in Fig. 6 for scenarios-1, 2 and 3. The $d_{dc}$ can directly be related to warning time $t_w$, by $t_w = \frac{d_{dc}}{v_{TX} + v_{RX}}$, where $v_{TX}$ and $v_{RX}$ are average velocities of the TX and RX, respectively. From Fig. 6 it can be seen that the scenario 3, four-way intersection, has good signal strength at a larger $d_{dc}$ compared to the case in scenario-1 and 2. The major difference in the channel gain in scenario-3 is due to the LOS component that is available even up to $d_{dc} = 90$ m because of wider streets, and the buildings B2 and B3 (see Fig. 2) that provide strong reflections in the NLOS. However, scenario-2 has a few samples with high channel gain even at a distance of about 150 m due to occasional availability of LOS, mentioned in APDP plot between 4 – 5 s in Fig. 4 (top).

In the merging lane scenarios-1 and 2, LOS appears at a very short distance to the collision $d_{dc}$ and no objects are available in the surrounding that can contribute to improve the signal strength in the NLOS. The intersection scenario-3 on the other hand has wider geometry and buildings at the corners that act as reflection points that improve the signal strength and enable reception at larger $d_{dc}$. For the collision avoidance applications larger $d_{dc}$ translates to an increased $t_w$, i.e., additional time to assess the hazardous situation and issue collision avoidance warnings well in time. Both the LOS as well as the scattering objects do play a critical role to enable reliable communication for such applications. Another factor that can influence the performance of the safety applications is the antenna gain as discussed in the following.

### C. Directional Analysis

The propagation mechanism driving these differences in the channel gain and antenna-channel interaction can be well understood by performing a directional analysis of the measurement data. A directional analysis, similar to [15], is performed using SAGE [11]. It is assumed that the $4 \times 4$ channel matrix $H$ can be described by a sum of $L$ plane waves or multi-path components (MPCs) where each wave $l$ is characterized by a complex amplitude $\gamma_l$, propagation delay $\tau_l$, Doppler shift $\nu_l$, DOD and DOA, respectively, for both the azimuth and the elevation angles. The parameters for 100 MPCs are estimated from the measured channel matrices and the DOA against the DOD for the estimated MPCs are presented in Fig. 7 for selected snapshots. The snapshots in scenario-1; at time instant and 17.56 s, in scenario-2; at time instant 13.51 s, and in scenario-3; at time instant 8.33 s, are chosen as example for the analysis. MPCs with a power 20 dB less than the LOS component are not shown in the figures. The propagation delay $\tau_l$ of each MPC is normalized by the propagation delay of the LOS component $\tau_{LOS}$ such that the LOS has $\tau_{LOS} = 0$ s delay. The delay $\tau_l$ is shown as the propagation distance $S_l = c \times (\tau_l - \tau_{LOS})$ in the color bar in Fig. 7.

In the merging lane scenarios, scenario-1 and 2, there are very few interacting objects, often widely separated in space, which results in very few reflected propagation paths in addition to the LOS component. Due to the sparsity of interacting objects, the propagation distances of these MPCs are large and the signal strength is usually very low. MPCs with power $10 – 20$ dB lower than the LOS component can be seen in Fig. 7, (a) and (b). These MPCs, with $1 – 3$ m longer
In the four-way intersection, scenario-3, relatively higher number of MPCs are available that can be tracked even in the absence of LOS and at a larger propagation distance. These MPCs, with 1 – 60 m longer propagation distance relative to LOS propagation distance, are the paths originating from the cars, a bus waiting at the traffic light, and from the buildings B1 and B2, see Fig. 2. Although there exist strong MPCs, the LOS component still dominates as it constitutes most of the power.

To analyze the variations in the received power due to the variation in the antenna gain it is important to analyze the power variations in the LOS component. The vertical dotted lines are drawn to visualize the DOA of the LOS component, the largest circle, for each snapshot to compare the differences in the antenna gain for RX element-1 and element-2 at that particular angle. As a first observation it is found that the received power can drop up to 20 dB depending upon the DOA and the differences in the antenna gain of the RX elements-1 and 2 at that angle. Comparing these results with the channel gain results in Fig. 3 (Scenario-1), in Fig. 4 (Scenario-2) and in Fig. 5 (Scenario-3), we find a direct correlation between the channel gain and the antenna radiation pattern. This implies that, even if there is a LOS between the TX and RX, the power level can drop significantly when there is a dip in the antenna pattern. This can have severe impact on the communication range and thus it needs to be considered when designing an antenna for automotive safety applications.

D. Delay Spreads

The root mean square (rms) delay and Doppler spreads are also important parameters in the system design. They describe how the power is spread by the channel in time and in frequency, and they are good indicators of the frequency selectivity (rms delay spread) and the time selectivity (rms Doppler spread) of the channel. Moreover, they can be related to the coherence bandwidth and coherence time as described in [16].

In this paper we consider only the time-varying rms delay spread as in [17], and we apply a threshold on the data such that we can avoid erroneous results due to spurious components. The rms Doppler spread results can be found in [7], but are not included here due to space limitation. All components below the noise floor plus 3 dB (noise thresholding) are set to zero.

The time-varying rms delay spread for the three scenarios (scenario-1, 2 and 3) are shown in Fig. 8. We plot the results for three different configurations, as similarly done in the previous section: in green dotted line we show the rms spreads.
when considering all TX antennas and all RX antennas; in red dashed line we show the results obtained when considering all TX antennas and only RX element-1; and in blue solid line we consider all TX antennas and only RX element-2.

First we observe that the rms spreads are not equal for the three links in scenario-1, clearly observable in the rms delay spread plot (Fig. 8 (a)). The link between all TX antennas and RX element-2 is the most frequency selective one, since some MPCs that are only visible to RX element-2 contribute to a large rms delay spread. The RX element-2 is focusing towards the TX (the RX driving in front of the TX), therefore, the surrounding scatterers are illuminated the most, thus resulting in strong MPCs at the RX element-2. On the other hand, when considering all RX antennas, the power of the LOS and all other MPCs is averaged over all RX antennas. Often all scatterers do not contribute to the power received at each RX antenna, therefore the averaged power of the scatterers over all RX antennas can be lower than their power in each link. Moreover, the power of the LOS component is much larger than the power of the later MPCs, so the rms delay spread is small.

We depict the time-varying rms delay spread for the second scenario (scenario-2) in Fig. 8 (b). Here we observe a similar behavior, but since now the TX is driving in front of the RX, the RX element-2 is not focusing on the TX anymore, and the number of illuminated objects is smaller than it is for the other links. Therefore, the link all TX - RX element-2 shows the smallest rms delay spread compared to the other links.

Finally in Fig. 8 (c), the rms delay spread for the third scenario is presented. A first observation is that scenario-3 is overall more frequency selective than the other two scenarios as the delay spread is large for almost all links. The main reason behind this is relatively rich scattering environment which is also observed in the APDP and DOA/DOD plots for scenario-3. For the same reason no big difference lies in the delay spread of the three links.

III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents results from a vehicle-to-vehicle measurement campaign for the safety applications targeting collision avoidance applications in merging lanes and intersection scenarios. Looking at the results for the merging lane scenario, we found that the channel gain is highly dependent on the line-of-sight (LOS) in such a sparse scattering environment. Due to lack of significant scatterers, such as road side objects and vehicles, the received power decays abruptly in the NLOS which demonstrates the importance of the LOS. On the other hand, in the four-way intersection scenario there exist some buildings at the street corners, cars and road signs that contribute to the signal strength even in the NLOS. Therefore, to summarize the discussion we can say that the street intersection scenario is similar to the merging lane scenario with slightly better propagation conditions due to availability of scatterers. This implies that the merging lane scenario is more safety critical. Moreover, the antenna radiation pattern plays an important role especially in the situation when there are few scatterers and if the antenna has a poor gain in the direction of the TX, then the received power level can drop significantly. Thus designing an antenna that has an omni-directional gain, or using multiple antennas that radiate towards different directions becomes more important for such safety critical scenarios.
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